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3.2. Devices seized in relation to Karl Kamedon
The following phone was seized from a friend of Gabriel Kovari called Kalm Kamedon,
data from it downloaded and then the phone returned to him.

JJA/ 11

Samsung note 3

DC

20/11/2015

Atkinson

3.2.1. IJA/11-Samsung Note
The information obtained from this device relates to a Whatsapp conversation string
between Karl Kamedon and Gabriel Kovari several days prior to Kovari's body being
found. As can be seen in this conversation, Kovari states that he has now moved in to a
new address and sends a Google map image with a locator showing Cooke Street. He
later sends to Kamedon pictures of the flat which have been confirmed as being pictures
of Port's address at 62 Cooke Street:
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Just moved
Google Map sent pinpointing Cooke Street
:)
Well done
You like it?
Yes it looks very nice
Hey
How was your first night in?

Image of bowl of food
This is what we cooked with my friend
lt was so tasty
Wow
.,

I bet it was
My night was good
Send me a pie of your new room
I want to see your new pad:)
Oh OK but I sleep in the living room on the sofa
And right now my landlord is there
Watching TV
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He's going to work soon tho
Wow living it rough lol
I thought you had your room
Yes me too but its fine its comfortable
l don't wanna sleep with him in his bed
He will try to sleep with you
Dirty old man
Loi
Haha
He's kinda different
But the place is worth it

ls it modern inside?
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Oh yeah this is the Ritz compared to John's lol
Yeaa

Haha
Exactly
Image of Karl Kamedon at the carnival

Carnival today
Was great
How are you
Wow
Nice hehe
I'm fine:)
Hey Gabi how have you been

3.2.2. Summary of evidence relating to devices seized from Karl Kamedon
The messages between Kamedon and Kovari start on 23/08/14 at 2328hrs and indicate
that Kovari had just moved into a new flat which he pinpoints on a Google map as being
in Cooke Street Barking. Shortly after 1300hrs on 24/08/14 Kovari sends Kamedon
some photos of the flat which have been confirmed as being Port's address at 62 Cooke
Street. Kovari also states that he doesn't want to sleep with Port. The last message from
Kovari is on 25/08/15 at 0551 h rs when he re pi ies to Kamed on' s earlier question of 'How
are you' with 'I'm fine'.
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•
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On 23/08/14, Gabriel Kovari sent Karl Kamedon a Google maps image of Cooke
St stating 'just moved'. He goes on to state that he sleeps on the sofa and in
relation to his landlord, Kovari states 'I don't wanna to sleep with him in his bed'.
He then sends Kamedon a series of photos of Port's flat at 62 Cooke Street when
asked 'is it modern inside?' The last message from Kovari to Kamedon is on
25/08/14 at 0551hrs when he states 'I'm fine' in response to an earlier question of
'How are you?'.
On 24/08/14 at 17:47hrs, Port sends a message to Ryan Edwards stating 'Hey
nlghbour. .Come meet my new Slovakian twink fiat mate ... .'. Several hours later,
Edwards sends a message to Port stating 'I though Gabriel was really nice!. .. ' On
26/08/14, when Edwards goes on to ask Port how Gabriel is, Port responds that
Gabriel has 'gone to stay with another local guy'. The messages continue and
Port eventually states that Gabriel has died in Spain. Of note, Port sends a
message to Edwards on 26/08/14 at 14:53hrs 'My new number, delete other
one ... Stephen ur nighbour' and this is from a new mobile number at the time that
Gabriel goes missing. Again, on 30/09/14, Port sends a similar message to
Edwards again changing his number, ten days after the death of Whitworth.
A laptop recovered via a company called Brlghthouse which had been owned by
Port during September 2014, reveals that Port watches drug rape porn on
19/09/14 between 19:59~23:12hrs. The following day the body of Whitworth is
found.

7.3. Devices seized covering the period between the end of September 2014 and
the start of September 2015.
The computer and phone owned by Port which were seized back from Brighthouse by
police (GW/150 and CRT/24} both cover this period and ho!d relevant data:
•
•

•

There is reference on Port's laptop to the drug mephedrone being searched for
under the Firefox browser.
There is evidence of drug rape porn being watched on the laptop on 19/09/14;
04/10/14; 23/12/14; 24/02/15; 10/03/15; 05/06/15 {this one being the day after
Port is released from prison); 27-28/08/15.
The data stored on Port's phone CRT/24, relates mainly to photos, videos and
Whatsapp messages. The period of time covered by the device is from 30/09/14
until 21/08/15. As such it does not cover the period of the murders and there is
no evidence on this device relating to them. There is however, extensive
evidence of Port's drug use and in particular his contact with a boyfriend during
this time, l".~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~-~~~--~--~--~--~--~--~·.J The messages between them show the constant
insistence by Port that they should take drugs together, and Port's lies that these
drugs are just legal highs. The Whatsapp messages between Port and his dealer
Manuel show that prior to some of these meetings with [~K.fj Port is buying
drugs including mephedronel GHB and ecstasy. The videos on the device show
Port having sex with [~~~~~)c~L~~Jon occasions when they then meet up, when
L~~~~~~L~Jis clearly unconscious and on one occasion, C.~·_j{If_~--~Jalso joins in. On
occasion there appears to be someone else also present in the room holding the
camera. In addition, there are videos on this device of Port having sex with an
unknown male with a ponytail. It appears that Port also has sex with this male
whilst he is unconscious.
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